Two Systems—
One Ancient, One in Beta
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f it’s important, what are you supposed to do? Write it down, of course. We’ve been taking notes our entire
adult lives—on paper, walls, our hands, and even touch screens. Memory is fleeting, but our script, fragments
of it at least, if left undisturbed, will survive us by decades.
And the way we take notes tells us a little bit about us and a lot about our times. Consider the side-by-side look
at the two note-taking systems below. One is from the past, and the other is from the present edge of the future.
The moleskine notepad has been around for 200 years and was so popular in Europe that copies of it once owned
by Picasso, Van Gogh, and Hemingway now reside in museums. The EverNote program is just out of beta, and its
basic version is available free online.
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Moleskine Journal

EverNote

◆ A book of bound pages—chronological order is front to back.

◆ Endless roll of “paper” on screen with time bar on the right.

◆ Input—pen, pencil, drawings, and notes.

◆ Input—type, handwrite, drag-and-drop, or cut-and-paste from
websites or e-mail.

◆ To search—flip pages.

◆ Smart search for text and images, or you can use the scroll
bar to search using the date as reference.

◆ Encryption—you can use the simple Caesar text
substitution code or any other method.

◆ Encryption—you can encrypt and password-lock text with
onboard program.

◆ Notes rest silently in archive-land.

◆ Notes can be live with hot-links to website sources.

◆ It’s ready when you lift the elastic closure.

◆ You can add a button to your toolbar that activates the
program whenever you need it.

◆ Size—the Cahier style weighs less than your phone bill and fits
more easily in your pocket.

◆ Size—what does your desktop/laptop weigh?

◆ Power requirements—enough light to see.

◆ Power requirements—110 AC or batteries.

◆ Cost—larger journal style is $10 at Barnes & Noble, or check
www.kikkerland.com.

◆ Cost—free download at www.evernote.com.
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